Abstract-The coding matrix design plays a fundamental role in the prediction performance of the error correcting output codes (ECOC)-based multi-class task. In many-class classification problems, e.g., fine-grained categorization, it is difficult to distinguish subtle between-class differences under existing coding schemes due to a limited choices of coding values. In this paper, we investigate whether one can relax existing binary and ternary code design to N -ary code design to achieve better classification performance. In particular, we present a novel N -ary coding scheme that decomposes the original multi-class problem into simpler multi-class subproblems, which is similar to applying a divide-and-conquer method. The two main advantages of such a coding scheme are as follows: (i) the ability to construct more discriminative codes and (ii) the flexibility for the user to select the best N for ECOC-based classification. We show empirically that the optimal N (based on classification performance) lies in [3, 10] with some trade-off in computational cost. Moreover, we provide theoretical insights on the dependency of the generalization error bound of an N -ary ECOC on the average base classifier generalization error and the minimum distance between any two codes constructed. Extensive experimental results on benchmark multi-class datasets show that the proposed coding scheme achieves superior prediction performance over the stateof-the-art coding methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many real-world problems are multi-class in nature. To handle multi-class problems, many approaches have been proposed. One research direction focuses on solving multiclass problems directly. These approaches include decision tree based methods [3, 4, 9, 15, 23, 25, 29] . In particular, decisiontree based algorithms label each leaf of the decision tree with one of the N C classes, and internal nodes can be selected to discriminate between these classes. The performance of decision-tree based algorithms heavily depends on the internal tree structure. Thus, these methods are usually vulnerable to outliers. To achieve better generalization, [15, 29] propose to learn the decision tree structure based on the large margin criterion. However, these algorithms usually involve solving sophisticated optimization problems and their training time increases dramatically with the increase of the number of classes. Contrary to these complicated methods, K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) [7] is a simple but effective and stable approach to handle multi-class problems. However, KNN is sensitive to noise features and can therefore suffer from the curse-of-dimensionality. Meanwhile, Crammer et al. [8, 17] propose a direct approach for learning multi-class support vector machines (M-SVM) by deriving the generalized notion of margins as well as separating hyperplanes.
Another research direction focuses on the error correcting output codes (ECOC) framework that decomposes a multiclass problem into multiple binary problems so that one reuses the well-studied binary classification algorithms for their simplicity and efficiency. Many ECOC approaches [10, 16, 20, 21, 24, 27, 32] have been proposed in recent years to design a good coding matrix. They fall into two categories: problem-independent and problem-dependent. The challenge with problem-independent codings, such as random ECOC [12] , is that they are not designed and optimized for a particular dataset. In fact, there is little guarantee that the created base codes are always discriminative for the multiclass classification task. Therefore, they usually require a large number of base classifiers generated by the pre-designed coding matrix [1] . To overcome this weakness, problemdependent methods such as discriminant ECOC (DECOC) [22] and node embedding ECOC (ECOCONE) [13] are proposed. Recently, subspace approaches such as subspace ECOC [2] and adaptive ECOC [33] are proposed to further improve the ECOC classification framework. Though all the abovementioned variations of the ECOC approach endeavor to enhance the ECOC paradigm for classification tasks, their designs are confined to binary {−1, 1} and ternary codes {−1, 0, 1}. Such a code design constraint poses limitations on the error correcting capability of ECOC that relies on the minimum distance, ∆ min (M ), between any distinct pair of rows in the coding matrix M . A larger ∆ min (M ) is more likely to rectify the errors committed by individual base classifiers [1] .
However, in the more challenging real-world applications, there exists multi-class problems where some of the classes are very similar and difficult to differentiate with each other. For example, in the fine-grained classification [30] unlike basiclevel recognition, even humans might have difficulty with some of the fine-grained categorization. One major challenge in fine-grained image classification is to distinguish subtle between-class differences while each class often has large within-class variation in the image level [28] . The existing binary ECOC codes cannot handle this challenge due to limited choices of coding values. It is highly possible that some classes out of multi-class classification problems are assigned with same or similar codes. To address this issue, we investigate whether one can extend the existing binary or ternary coding scheme to an N -ary coding scheme to (i) allow users the flexibility to choose N to construct the codes in order to (ii) improve the ECOC classification performance for a given dataset. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We propose a novel N -ary coding scheme that achieves a large expected distance between any pair of rows in M at a reasonable N (> 3) for a multi-class problem (see Section III). The main idea of our coding scheme is to decompose the original multi-class problem into a series of smaller multi-class subproblems instead of binary classification problems. Suppose that a metaclass is a subset of classes. Also, suppose that all classes are in a one large metaclass. So, in each level, there is a classifier to divide a metaclass into two smaller metaclasses. This coding scheme is like a divide-andconquer method. The two main advantages of such a coding scheme are as follows: (i) the ability to construct more discriminative codes and (ii) the flexibility for the user to select the best N for ECOC-based classification.
• We provide theoretical insights on the dependency of the generalization error bound of a N -ary ECOC on the average base classifier generalization error and the minimum distance between any two constructed codes (see Section V). Furthermore, we conduct a series of empirical analyses to verify the validity of the theorem on the ECOC error bound (see section VI).
• We show empirically that the optimal N (based on classification performance) lies in [3, 10] with a slight trade-off in computational cost (see Section VI).
• We show empiricially the superiority of the proposed coding scheme over the state-of-the-art coding methods for multi-class prediction tasks on a set of benchmark datasets (see Section VI). To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work that attempts to extend and generalize the coding scheme to N -ary codes with N > 3.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work. Section III presents the generalization from binary coding to N -ary coding. In Section IV,we give the complexity analysis of N -ary coding and compare it with other coding schemes with the SVM classifier as a showcase. Section V gives the error bound analysis of N -ary coding. Finally, Section VI discusses our empirical studies and Section VII concludes this work.
II. RELATED WORK
Many ECOC approaches [1, 2, 12, 22] have been proposed to design a good coding matrix in recent years. Most of them fall into the following two categories. The first one is problem-independent coding, such as OVO, OVA, random dense ECOC, and random sparse ECOC [12] . However, the coding matrix design is not optimized for the training dataset or the instance labels. Therefore, these approaches usually require a large number of base classifiers generated by the pre-designed coding matrix. For example, the random dense ECOC coding approach aims to construct the ECOC matrix M ∈ {−1, 1} N C ×N L where N C is the number of classes, N L is the code length, and its elements are randomly chosen as either 1 or -1 [11] . [1] extends this binary coding scheme to ternary coding by using a coding matrix M ∈ {−1, 0, 1} N C ×N L where the classes corresponding to 0 are not considered in the learning process. Allwein et al. [1] suggest that dense and sparse random ECOC approaches require only 10 log 2 (N C ) and 15 log 2 (N C ) base classifiers, respectively, to achieve optimal results. However, a random ECOC coding approach cannot guarantee that the created base codes are always discriminative for the multi-class classification task. Therefore, it is possible that either some base classifiers that are redundant for the prediction exist or badly designed base classifiers are constructed.
To overcome this problem, some problem-dependent methods have been proposed. In particular, the coding matrix is learned by taking the instances as well as labels into consideration. For instance, discriminant ECOC (DECOC) [22] embeds a binary decision tree into the ternary codes. Its key idea is to find the most discriminative hierarchical partition of the classes which maximizes the quadratic mutual information between the data subsets and the class labels created for each subset. As a result, DECOC needs exactly N C − 1 base classifiers which significantly accelerate the testing process without sacrificing performance. However, this decision tree based method has one major drawback: if the parent node misclassifies an instance, the mistake will be propagated to all the subsequent child nodes.
To address this weakness, Escalera et al. [13] proposed to optimize node embedding for ECOC, called ECOCONE. For this approach, one initializes a problem-independent ECOC matrix (usually OVA) and iteratively adds the base classifiers that discriminate the most confusing pairs of classes into the previous ECOC ensemble to improve performance. However, ECOCONE suffers from three major limitations. Firstly, its performance relies on the initial coding matrix. If the initial coding matrix fails to perform well, the final results of ECO-CONE are usually unsatisfactory. Secondly, its improvement is usually hindered if it fails to discriminate the most confusing pairs. Lastly, similar to DECOC, the training process is also time-consuming.
In addition to the above problem-dependent ECOC methods, Rocha et al. [24] considers the correlation and joint probability of base binary classifiers to reduce the number of base classifiers without sacrificing accuracy in the ECOC code design. More recently, Zhao et al. [32] proposed to impose the sparsity criterion into output code learning. It is shown to have much better performance and scalability to large scale classification problems compared to traditional methods like OVA. However, it involves a series of complex optimizations to solve the proposed model with integer constraints in learning the ECOC coding matrix.
Different from the aforementioned methods, some subspace approaches have been developed. For example, subspace ECOC [2] is based on using different feature subsets for learning each base classifier to improve independence among classifiers. Adaptive ECOC [33] reformulates the ECOC models into multi-task learning where the subspace for data and base classifiers are learned.
Due to the favorable properties and promising performance of ECOC approaches for the classification task, they have been applied to real-world classification applications such as face verification [18] , ECG beats classification [27] , and even beyond multi-class problems, such as feature extraction [34] The binary coding scheme sometimes creates non-separate binary classification problems as shown in Figure  1 (b). The ternary coding scheme sometimes creates cases where the data from the same class is assigned to different classes as shown in Figure 1(b) . N -ary coding scheme decomposes the difficult task into some smaller and easier tasks.
and fast similarity search [31] . Though all the above-mentioned variations of the ECOC approach endeavor to enhance the ECOC paradigm for the classification task, their designs are still based on either binary or ternary codes which lack some desirable properties available in their generalized form.
III. FROM A BINARY TO N -ARY CODING MATRIX In this section, we discuss necessities and advantages of N -ary coding scheme from aspects of column correlation of coding matrix and separation between codewords of different classes.
Existing ECOC algorithms constrain the coding values either in {−1, 1} or {−1, 0, 1}. A lot of studies show that when there are sufficient classifiers, ECOC can reach stable and reasonable performance [11, 24] . Nevertheless, binary and ternary codes can generate at most 2 N C and 3 N C binary classifiers, where N C denotes the number of classes. On the other hand, due to limited choices of coding values, existing codes tend to create correlated and redundant classifiers and make them less effective "voters". Moreover, some studies show that binary and ternary codes usually require only 10 log 2 (N C ) and 15 log 2 (N C ) base classifiers, respectively, to achieve optimal results [1, 12] . Furthermore, when the original multi-class problem is difficult, the existing coding schemes cannot handle well. For example, as shown in Figure 1(b) , the binary codes like OVA may create difficult base binary classification tasks. Ternary codes may cause cases where the test data from the same class is assigned to different classes. To address these issues, we extend the binary or ternary codes to N -ary codes. One example of the N -ary coding matrix to represent seven classes is shown in Table I . Unlike the existing ECOC framework, a row of coding matrix M represents the code of each class and the code consists of N L numbers in {1 · · · N }, where N > 3; while a column M s of M represents the N partitions of classes to be considered. To be specific, the N -ary ECOC approach consists of four main steps: 1) Generate an N -ary matrix M by uniformly random sampling from a range {1..N } (e.g., Table I ). 2) For each of the N L matrix columns, partition original training data into N groups based on the new class assignments and build an N -class classifier. 3) Given a test example x t , use the N L classifiers to output N L predicted labels for the testing output code (e.g., f (x t ) = [4, 3, 1, 2, 4, 2]). 4) Final label prediction y t for x t is the nearest class based on minimum distance between the training and the testing output codes (e.g.,
One notes that N -ary ECOC randomly breaks a large multi-class problem into a number of smaller multi-class subproblems. These subproblems are more complicated than binary problems and they incur additional computational cost. Hence, there is a trade-off between error correcting capability and computational cost. 1 Fortunately, our empirical studies indicate that N does not need to be too large to achieve good classification performance. In traditional ECOC, it suggests longer codes, i.e., N L is larger, however more binary base classifiers are likely to be more correlated. Thus, more base classifiers created by binary or ternary codes are not effective for final multi-class classification. To illustrate the advantage of N -ary coding scheme in creating uncorrelated codes for base classifications, we conduct an experiment to investigate the column correlations of matrix M . The results are shown in the Figure  2 . In the experiment, we set N C = 20, N = 5, and N L varies in [10, 80] , and use Pearson's correlation (PCC) which is a normalized correlation measure that eliminates the scaling effect of the codes. From Figure 2 , we observe that Nary coding scheme achieves lower correlations for columns of coding matrix compared to conventional ternary ECOC. Especially, when the number of tasks is small, the correlations over the created tasks for ECOC is higher than that of the N -ary ECOC. Therefore, an N -ary coding scheme not only provides more flexibility in creating a coding matrix, but also generates codes that are less correlated and less redundant, compared to traditional ECOC coding schemes.
A. Column Correlations of Coding Matrix

B. Separation Between Codewords of Different Classes
Apart from the column correlation, the row separation is another important measure to evaluate the error correcting ability of the coding matrix M [1, 11] . The codes for different classes are expected to be as dissimilar as possible. If codes (rows) for different classes are similar, it is easier to commit errors. Thus, the capability of error correction relies on the minimum distance, ∆ min (M ) or expected ∆(M ) for any distinct pair of rows in the coding matrix M ∈ {−1, 0, 1} N C ×N L where N C is the number of classes, and N L is the code length. Both the absolute distance and the Hamming distance can serve as the measure of row separation. The key difference between these two distances is that Hamming distance measures a scaleinvariant difference. Specifically, the Hamming distance only cares about the number of different elements. It ignores the scale of the difference. Hamming Distance: One can use the generalized Hamming distance to calculate the ∆ Ham (M ) for the existing coding schemes, which is defined as follows,
), M (r 2 , :) denote row r 1 , r 2 coding vectors in coding matrix M with length N L , respectively. Then the generalized hamming distance can be expressed as
For the OVA coding, every two rows have exactly two entries with opposite signs, ∆ 
N C is the number of classes. Moreover, for a random coding matrix with its entries uniformly chosen, the expected value of any two different class codes is
is more likely to rectify the errors committed by individual base classifiers. Therefore, when N L N C , a random ECOC is expected to be more robust and rectify more errors than the OVO and OVA approaches [1] . However, the choice of only either binary or ternary codes hinders the construction of longer and more discriminative codes. For example, binary codes can only construct codes of length N L ≤ 2 N C . Moreover, they lead to many redundant base learners [12] . In contrast, for N -ary ECOC, the expected value of 
Lemma 1. The expected Hamming distance for any two distinct rows in a random N -ary coding matrix
Proof. Given a random matrix M with components chosen uniformly over {1, 2, · · · , N }, for any distinct pair of entries in column s, i.e., M (r i , s) and M (r j , s), the probability of
Therefore, according to Definition 1, the expected Hamming distance for M can be computed as follows,
Absolute Distance: Different from the Hamming distance, the absolute distance measures the difference scales. Thus, for a fair comparison, we assume that coding values are in the same scale for the absolute distance analysis. The definition of absolute distance is given as follows, Definition 2 (Absolute Distance). Let M (r 1 , :) and M (r 2 , :) denote row r 1 and r 2 coding vectors in coding matrix M with length N L , respectively. Then the absolute distance can be expressed as
For the convenience of analysis, we first give the expected absolute distance for N -ary coding matrix in Lemma 2.
Lemma 2. The expected absolute distance for any two distinct rows in a random N -ary coding matrix M ∈ {1, 2,
Proof. Given a random matrix M with components chosen uniformly over {1, 2, · · · , N }, for any distinct pair of entries in column s, i.e., M (r i , s), M (r j , s), we denote the corresponding expected absolute distance as
It can be calculated by averaging all the possible pairwise distances d ij for i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N }. Since the two numbers r i , r j are chosen randomly from {1, ..., N }, ∆ N (M ) can be expressed as follows:
First, we define the sequence a n as follows: Table III , which can be expressed as follows:
where (5) comes from the symmetry of d ij . Then
For the OVA coding scheme, every two rows have exactly two entries with opposite signs, the minimum absolute distance ∆ abs(OV A) min (M ) = 4; while for the OVO coding scheme, every two rows have exactly one entry with opposite signs and only 2N C − 4 entries with a difference of exactly one, ∆ abs(OV O) min (M ) = 2N C − 2. For binary random codes, the expected absolute distance between any two different rows is
, and N -ary coding is expected to be better.
The Hamming and absolute distance comparisons for different codes are summarized in the Table II . We can see that N -ary coding scheme has an advantage in creating more discriminative codes with larger distances for different classes in both two distance measures. This advantage is very important to analyze the generalization error analysis of N -ary ECOC.
IV. COMPLEXITY COMPARISON
As discussed in Section III, N -ary codes have a better error correcting capability than the traditional random codes when N is larger than 3. However, one notes that the base classifier of each column is no longer solving a binary problem. Instead, we randomly break a large multi-class problem into a number of smaller multi-class subproblems. These subproblems are more complicated than binary problems and they incur additional computational cost. Hence, there is a trade-off between the error correcting capability and computational cost.
If the complexity of the algorithm employed to learn the small-size multi-class base problem is O (g(N, N tr , d) Taking SVM as the base learner for example, one can learn each binary classification task created by binary ECOC codes with training complexity of O(N 3 tr ) for traditional SVM solvers that build on the quadratic programming (QP) problems. However, a major stumbling block for these traditional methods is in scaling up these QPs to large data sets, such as those commonly encountered in data mining applications. Thus, some state-of-the-art SVM implementations, e.g., LIBSVM [6] , Core Vector Machines [26] , have been proposed to reduce training time complexity from O(N 3 tr ) to O(N 2 tr ) and O(N tr ), respectively. Nevertheless, how to efficiently train SVM is not the focus of our paper. For the convenience of complexity analysis, we use the time complexity of the traditional SVM solvers as the complexity of the base learners. Then, the complexity of binary ECOC codes is O(N L N 3 tr ). Different from ECOC in the ensemble manner, one can directly address the multi-class problem in one single optimization process, e.g., multi-class SVM [8] . This kind of model combines multiple binary-class optimization problems into one single objective function and simultaneously achieves the classification of multiple classes. In this way, the correlations across multiple binary classification tasks are captured in the learning model. The resulting QP optimization requires a complexity of O ((N C N tr ) 3 ). However, it causes high computational complexity for a relatively large number of classes. In contrast, N -ary codes are in the complexity of O(N L (N N tr ) 3 ), where N < N C . In this case, it achieves better trade-off between the error correcting capability and computational cost, especially for large class size N C .
We summarize the time complexity of different codes in Table IV . In Section VI-A4, our empirical studies indicate that N does not need to be too large to achieve optimal classification performance. 
In Section V-A, we study the error correcting ability of an N -ary code. In Section V-B, we derive the generalization error bound for N -ary ECOC independent of the base classifier.
A. Analysis of Error Correcting on N -ary Codes
To study the error correcting ability of N -ary codes, we first define the distance between the codes in any distinct pair of rows, M (r i ) and M (r j ), in an N -ary coding matrix M as ∆ N (M (r i ), M (r j )). It is the sum of the N L distances between two entries, M (r i , s) and M (r j , s) in the same column s at two different rows, r i and r j , i.e.,
as the minimum distance between any two rows in M . Proposition 3. Given an N -ary coding matrix M and a vector of predicted labels
classifiers for a test instance x. If x is misclassified by the Nary ECOC decoding, then the distance between the correct label in M (y) and f (x) is greater than one half of ρ, i.e.,
Proof. Suppose that the distance-based decoding incorrectly classifies a test instance x with known label y. In other words, there exists a label r = y for which
Here, ∆ N (M (y), f (x)) and ∆ N (M (r), f (x)) can be expanded as the element-wise summation. Then, we have
Based on the above inequality, we obtain:
where Inequality (8) uses Inequality (7) and Inequality (9) follows from the triangle inequality.
Remark 1. From Proposition 3, one notes that a mistake on a test instance (x, y) implies that ∆ N (M (y), f (x)) ≥ 1 2 ρ. In other words, the prediction codes are not required to be exactly the same as the ground-truth codes for all the base classifications. As long as the distance is no larger than 1 2 ρ, N -ary ECOC can rectify the error committed by some base classifiers, and is still able to make an accurate prediction. This error correcting ability is very important especially when the labeled data is insufficient. Moreover, a larger minimum distance, i.e., ρ, leads to a stronger capability of error correcting. Note that this proposition holds for all the distance measures and traditional ECOC schemes due to the fact that only the triangle inequality is required in the proof.
B. Generalization Error of N -ary ECOC.
The next result provides a generalization error bound for any type of base classifier, such as the SVM classifier and decision tree, used in the N -nary ECOC classification.
Theorem 4 (N -ary ECOC Error Bound
The generalized error rate for the N -ary ECOC approach using distance-based decoding is upper bounded by
s=1 B s and B s is the upper bound of the distance-based loss for the s th base classifier.
Proof. According to Proposition 3, for any misclassified data instance, the distance between its incorrect label vector f (x) and the true label vector M (y) should satisfy the minimal distance
. Let a be the number of incorrect label predictions for a set of test instances of size N te . One obtains
Then,
s=1 B s . Hence, the testing error rate is bounded by 2N LB ρ . Remark 2. From Theorem 4, one notes that for the fixed N L , the generalization error bound of the N -ary ECOC depends on the two following factors:
1) The averaged lossB for all the base classifiers. In practice, some base tasks may be badly designed due to the randomness. As long as the averaged lossB over all the tasks is small, the resulting ensemble classifier is still able to make a precise prediction.
2) The minimum distance ρ for coding matrix M . As we discussed in Proposition 3, the larger ρ, the stronger capability of error correcting N -ary code has. Both two factors are affected by the choice of N . In particular, B increases as N increases since the base classification tasks become more difficult. On the other hand, from experimental results in Figure 3(b) , it is observed that ρ becomes larger when N increases. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between these two factors.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We present experimental results on 11 well-known UCI multi-class datasets from a wide range of application domains. The statistics of these datasets are summarized in Table V . The parameter N is chosen by cross-validation procedure. With the tuned parameters, all methods are run ten realizations. Each has different random splittings with fixed training and testing size as given in Table V . Our experimental results focus on the comparison of different encoding schemes rather than decoding schemes. Therefore, we fix generalized hamming distance as the decoding strategy for all the coding designs for a fair comparison. To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed N -ary coding scheme, we compare it with problem-independent coding schemes including OVO, OVA, and random ECOC as well as the state-of-art problem-dependent methods such as ECOCONE and DECOC. For the random ECOC encoding scheme, or ECOC in short, and the N -ary ECOC strategy, we select the matrix with the largest minimum absolute distance from 1000 randomly generated matrices.
For the problem-dependent approach DECOC, the length of the ECOC codes is exactly N C − 1 [22] . For the ECOCONE, we initialize the ECOC matrix with OVA matrix [13] . The length of the ECOC code is also learned during the training step. We use the ECOC library [14] for the implementation of all these baseline methods. To ensure a fair comparison and easy replication of results, the base learners decision tree CART [5] and linear SVM are implemented with the CART decision tree MATLAB toolbox and the LIBSVM [6] with the linear kernel in default settings, respectively.
A. Error Bound Analysis on N -ary ECOC.
In the bound analysis, we choose hamming distance 1 to measure the row separation as a showcase. According to Theorem 4, the generalization error bound depends on the minimum distance ρ between any two distinct rows in the N -ary coding matrix M as well as the average loss of base classifiersB. In particular, the expected value of ∆ N (M ) scales with O(N ).
In this subsection, we investigate the effect of the number of classes N using the Pendigits dataset with CART as the base classifier to illustrate the following aspects: (i) ∆ N (M ) between any two distinct rows of codes (see Figure 3(a) ), (ii) ρ (see Figure 3(b) ), (iii)B ρ (see Figure 3 (c)), and (iv) the classification performance (see Figure 4) . The empirical results corroborate the proposed error bounds in Theorem 4.
Recall that the hamming distance for different coding matrices discussed in Section III are:
From Figure 3 (a), we observe that the empirical average hamming distances of the constructed N -ary coding matrices for random N -ary schemes are close to N L (1 − 1 N ). Furthermore, when there are 45 base classifiers, the average distance for N -ary ECOC is larger than 30, which is larger than that of the binary random codes with an average absolute distance of 22.5. Moreover, a higher N leads to a larger average distance. Comparing Figure 3 (a) and Figure 3(b) , the large average distance ∆ N (M ) also correlates with the large minimum distance ρ.
2) Minimum distance ρ v.s. N .: For the Pendigits dataset with 10 classes, ρ for OVA and OVO are 4 and 18, respectively. From Figure 3(b) , we observe that with a fixed number of base classifiers, ρ increases with the number of multi-class subproblems of class-size N , meanwhile ρ also increases with respect to the code length N L . Furthermore, in comparison to the other coding schemes, our proposed method usually creates a coding matrix with a large ρ. For example, in Figure 3(b) , one observes that when there are 25 and 45 base classifiers, the corresponding ρ for binary random codes are 0. On the other hand, N -ary ECOC, given a sufficiently large N , creates an N -ary coding matrix with ρ to be larger than 10 and 20, respectively. Although N -ary ECOC creates an N -ary coding matrix with a large ρ when N is larger, in real-world applications, it is preferred that N is not too large to ensure reasonable computational cost and difficulty of subproblems. In short, N -ary ECOC provides a better alternative to creating a coding matrix with a large class separation compared to traditional coding schemes.
3) RatioB/ρ v.s. N .: BothB and ρ are dependent on N . Moreover, from the generalization error bound, we observe thatB/ρ directly affects classification performance. Hence, this ratio, which bounds the classification error, requires further investigation. Figure 3(c) shows that when N = 4, the ratioB/ρ is lowest. This observation suggests that the more the row and column separation of the coding matrix, the stronger the capability of error correction [11] . Therefore, Nary ECOC is a better way to creating the coding matrix with large separation among the classes as well as more diversity, compared to the binary and ternary coding schemes. One notes thatB/ρ starts to increase when N ≥ 5. This means that the increase of the average base classifier lossB overwhelms the increase in ρ. The reason for this phenomena is the increase in difficulty of the subproblem classification with more classes. 4) Classification Accuracy v.s. N .: Next, we study the impact of N on the multi-class classification accuracy. We use datasets Pendigits, Letters, Sectors, Aloi with 10 classes, 26 classes, 105 classes, 1000 classes respectively as showcase. In order to a obtain meaningful analysis, we choose a suitable classifier for different datasets. In particular, we apply the CART to datasets Pendigits, Letters and Aloi and linear SVM to Sectors. One observes from Figure 4 that the Nary ECOC achieves competitive prediction performance when 3 ≤ N ≤ 10. However, given sufficient base learners, the classification error starts increasing when N is large (e.g. N > 4 for Pendigits, N > 5 for Letters and N > 8 for Sector). This is because the base tasks are more challenging to solve when N is large and it indicates the influence ofB outweighs that of ρ. Furthermore, one observes that the performance curves in Figure 3 (c) and 4(a) roughly correlate to each other. Hence, one can estimate the trend in the empirical error using the ratioB/ρ. This verifies the validity of the generalized error bound in Theorem 4. To investigate the choice of N on multi-class classification more comprehensively, we further conduct experiments on the other datasets. The results of datasets Pendigits, Letters, Sectors and Aloi are summarized in Figure 4(a), 4(b), Figure 4 (c) and Figure 4(d) , respectively.
For the rest of the datasets, we have the similar observations. In general, smaller values of N (N ∈ [3, 10] ) usually lead to reasonably competitive performance. In other words, the complexity of base learners for N -ary codes does not need to significantly increase above 3 for the performance to be better than existing binary or ternary coding approaches.
5) Classification Accuracy v.s. N L .: From Figure 5 , we observe that high accuracy can be achieved with a small number of base learners. Another important observation is that given fewer base learners, it is better to choose a large value of N rather than a small N . This may be due to the fact that a larger N leads to stronger discrimination among codes as well as base learners. However, neither a large nor small N can reach optimal results given a sufficiently large N L .
B. Comparison to State-of-the-art ECOC Strategies.
We compare our proposed N -ary ECOC scheme to other state-of-the-art ECOC schemes with different base classifiers including decision tree (DT) [5] and support vector machine (SVM) [6] . 2 The two binary classifiers can be easily extended to a multi-class setting. In particular, we use the multi-class SVM (M-SVM) [8] implemented with the MSVMpack [19] . In addition to the multi-class extension of the two classifiers, we also compare N -ary ECOC to OVO, OVA, random ECOC, ECOCONE and DECOC with the two binary classifiers. For random ECOC and N -ary ECOC, we report the best results with N L ≤ N C (N C − 1)/2, which is sufficient for conventional random ECOC to reach optimal performance [1, 12] . But for Aloi dataset with 1000 classes, we only report the results for all the ECOC based methods within N L = 1000 due to its large class size.
1) Comparison to state-of-the-art ECOC with SVM Classifiers: The classification accuracy of different ECOC coding schemes as well as proposed N -ary ECOC with SVM classifiers are presented in Table VI . We observe that OVO has the best and most stable performance on most datasets of all the encoding schemes except for N -ary ECOC. This is because all the information between any two classes is used during classification and the OVO coding strategy has no redundancy among different base classifiers. However, it Another problem-dependent coding approach DECOC sets the fixed length of ECOC codes to N C − 1. Although ECOCONE and DECOC are problem-dependent coding strategies, their performance is not satisfactory in general. We observe that M-SVM achieves better results than ECOC because it considers relationship among classes. However, the training complexity of M-SVM is very high. In contrast to M-SVM, ECOC can be parallelized due to independencies of base tasks. N -ary ECOC combines the advantages of both M-SVM and ECOC to achieve better performance.
2) Comparison to State-of-the-art ECOC with Decision Tree Classifiers: Next, we compare N -ary ECOC with other state-of-the-art coding schemes using binary decision tree classifiers CART [5] as well as its multi-class extension M-CART. We implement it with the CART toolbox with a default setting and the results are reported in Table VII . We observe that binary decision tree classifiers with traditional ECOC strategies are worse than the direct multi-class extension of the decision tree. The decision tree classifiers show better performances than SVM on the Pendigits, Vowel, and Letters datasets. However, it shows very poor performances on high dimensional datasets such as News20 and Sector. This is due to the fact that high-dimensional features often lead to complex tree structure construction. Nevertheless, N -ary ECOC still can significantly improve the performance on either traditional coding schemes with binary decision tree learner as well as the multi-class decision tree.
In summary, our proposed N -ary ECOC is superior to traditional ECOC encoding schemes and direct multi-class algorithms on most tasks, and provides a flexible strategy to decompose many classes into many smaller multi-class problems, each of which can be independently solved by either M-SVM or M-CART in parallelization.
3) Discussion on Many class Situation: From the experiments results, we observe that the N -ary ECOC shows significant improvement on the Aloi dataset with 1000 classes over other existing coding schemes as well as direct multi-class classification algorithms, especially decision tree classifiers. For the binary or ternary ECOC codes, it is highly possible to assign the same codes to different classes. From the experimental results, we observe the minimum distance ρ for binary and ternary coding are small or even tends to be 0. In other words, the existing coding cannot help the classification algorithms to differentiate some classes. In contrast, N -ary with N L = 1000 and N = 5, the minimum distance ρ is 741. Thus, it creates codes with larger margins for different classes, whichexplains the superior On the other hand, the direct multi-class algorithms cannot work well when the class size is large. Furthermore, the computation cost for direct multi-class algorithms is in O(N 3 C ). When the class size N C is large, the algorithms are expensive to train. On the contrary, random ECOC codes can be easily parallelized due to the independency among the subproblems.
4) Discussion on Performance on Each Individual Class: To understand the performances of different codes for each individual class, we show the confusion matrix on the Pendigits dataset in Figure 6 . First, we observe that binary code (i.e., OVA) has very poor performances on some classes in terms of recall or precision. For example, recall on class 2, 6 and precision on class 10 are below 50%. It can be explained by that as illustrated in Figure 1(b) , binary codes may lead to nonseparable cases. Nevertheless, it achieves best classification results on the class 2, 4, 6 and class 9. Compared to the binary code, ternary code (i.e., OVO) largely reduces the bias and improve precision and recall scores on most classes. What is more interesting, when the ternary code and N -ary code achieves comparable overall performances, N -ary achieves smaller maximal errors. It may be benefited from simpler subtasks created by N -ary coding scheme, as shown in Figure  1(d) .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigate whether one can relax binary and ternary code design to N -ary code design to achieve better classification performance. In particular, we present an Nary coding scheme that decomposes the original multi-class problem into simpler multi-class subproblems. The advantages of such a coding scheme are as follows: (i) the ability to construct more discriminative codes and (ii) the flexibility for the user to select the best N for ECOC-based classification. We derive a base classifier independent generalization error bound for the N -ary ECOC classification problem. We show empirically that the optimal N (based on classification performance) lies in [3, 10] with some tradeoff in computational cost. Experimental results on benchmark multi-class datasets show that the proposed coding scheme achieves superior prediction performance over the state-of-the-art coding methods. In the future, we will investigate a more efficient realization of N -ary coding scheme to improve the prediction speed. . Currently, he is a tenure-track assistant professor in the School of Computer Engineering at the Nanyang Technological University. His research interests include data mining, machine learning, pattern recognition in spatiotemporal/data streaming settings, and privacy issues in data mining. He is also currently involved in industrial research projects funded by BMW and Rolls-Royces. He has given tutorials at AAAI, IJCNN, and ECML.
